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Email this aBlogThis! Share at TwitterShare FacebookShare in Pinterest Playback 1: Fundamentals of Mechanical Engineering Lecture Series on Mechanical Engineering by Prof.S.Dixit, Department of Mechanical Engineering, IIT Guwatihati. For more details on NPTEL visit httpnptel.iitm.ac.in FreeVideoLectures aiming to help millions of students around the
world gain knowledge, gain good grades, get jobs. Learn more about our Blog about our Privacy Policy FA FreeVideoLectures.com Q's All Rights Reserved @ 2019 Transformation of Times and products in the area from one system to another turning with respect to the first one: We just learn that if we translate an area so that its centriods move to another
point, how its second moment in inertia and produced to change inertia when the axes pass through the center and the other set of axes are parallel. We are now studying how the moments and products are related as we calculate them on another axe series that a turn with respect to the first one. So we consider a set of areas (xy) and another on (x'y') spin
with respect to the first one by an angle θ (see Figure 1). We wish them related. In Conference 1, we've already learned that this provides similar changes with = So this provides the second moment and produces on a set of axis (x'y') turning on other set of (xy). Let's now discuss some examples. As expected for a circular area, no matter about which set of
axes you calculate, it will still come out to be the same because the area looks like the sum from all set axes. What's interesting, however, is that for a square too those moments and products in areas are the same with respect to any set of axes passing through its center. It happens because related to its centers, the IXX and IYY for a square are the same
that means with . This is left as an exercise for you to show up. We are now used to form out above finding what we call the principal put in axes for an airplane area. The principal series of axes at one point are those for which the product of inertia disappears i.e. on the principal series of axes. Let's see how we determine these axes if we know about a given
axe set. In the following we refer to the director's set of axis as (1.2) where 1 refers to the x-axis with 2 in the y-axis. We know that we want the α is the principal angle of axe making and (xy) set to axe. The equation above gives the principal range of axes there is one more property: The moments in area is the maximum one in the principal axis (says x-axis)
and minimum on the other (y-axis). This is seen as follow: Since let's θ for which IX'X'is a maximum or a minimum. The given condition is the same angle that makes IXY disappear. This means that when you α IXX function to a maximum, the angle makes IYY a minimum. I'll leave it for you to show that. So the principal series of axes are also about which
moment the nd II in area is maximum on one axe and minimum on the other. Notice to a Square, Any in the axe passing at its center is a set of principals in the axe. That's from the exercise that you had above. As a related number, we also define polar moments in an area. This is calculated as since r2 is independence of the system (xy) selected, I'm the
same on any set to axe passes to a point. Having defined these concepts, at the end I will show that at a similar IInd IInd moment in Mars can also be defined. We will elaborate on that more of the conferences later on dynamics when we deal with the rotation of rigid bodies. Conferences 8 and 9 conclude our introduction to the Surface Property. Surface.
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